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HPE Protect 2016  
HPE Fortify customer map            

Securing digital transformation  
means protecting what matters most.  

Learn how to secure your users, applications and data  

by building security into the fabric of your IT infrastructure  

and enabling intelligent security operations. 

 

Protect your digital enterprise 

HPE Security Fortify users gain significant benefits by attending 
HPE Protect. Get insights from application security experts on how  
to balance the latest requirements of rapid application development  
with the imperative to ensure a secure operating environment. 

 Hear about the new AppSec product lineup that delivers 
security to the DevOps Software Defined Lifecycle (SDLC). 

 See where HPE Fortify products and the business are headed. 

 Learn how to start, mature and excel with your AppSec  
program. 

 Meet with HPE product management and engineering subject  
matter experts. 

 Attend 21 sessions highlighting best practices around “building 
security in.” 

 Hear from who’ve done it at HPE, SAP, ANZ Bank, Philips, 
Service Master and more. 

 Get tips and tricks from the teams who build and develop  
the HPE Fortify solutions.  

 Network with fellow security leaders to hear how they’re 
 introducing and maturing their own security programs. 

 

 

HPE Protect by the numbers 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Key topics at Protect 

Extend your security 

capabilities to… 

 

 Application security 

 Data security 

 Enabling secure 

digital transformation 

 Intelligent security 

operations 

 Network security 

 Public sector 

 Backup and 

governance 

 
 
Resources 

 Website 

 Session catalog 

 Justification letters for 

general and public 

sector audiences 

 #HPEProtect 
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Earn CPE credits 

Earn CPE credits to keep your CISSP credentials current. Get approximately 1 credit per 

hour you attend (varies by certification organization). 

 

Meet with HPE leaders  

HPE Protect attendees may attend individually tailored discussions with HPE executives 

and product specialists. Once you register, contact your sales rep to pre-book a 45-

minute meeting. Leverage the opportunity to explore how HPE can help you protect your 

digital enterprise.    

Attend training 

Come learn with us! Add value to your trip to HPE Protect, deepen your product 

knowledge and build your skills by attending pre-event training. Earn up to 14 CPE 

credits by attending training. And, save $300 when you enroll in training and purchase an 

HPE Protect pass. See all training offered. 

 

Agenda at a glance 

Tues., Sept. 13 Wed., Sept. 14 Thurs., Sept. 15 Fri., Sept. 16 

All Day 

Arrivals 

 

Evening 

Welcome Reception in  
the CyberSecurity Hall 

Morning 

Registration open 

Breakfast 

General session 

CyberSecurity Hall 

 

Noon 

Lunch 

 

Afternoon 

Business and technical 
sessions 

Turbo Talks 

CyberSecurity Hall 

 

Evening 

Evening on own 

 

Morning 

Registration open 

Breakfast 

Women Leaders in 
Technology breakfast 

CyberSecurity Hall 

Business and technical 
sessions 

Turbo Talks 

 

Noon 

Lunch 

 

Afternoon 

Business and technical 
sessions 

Turbo Talks 

CyberSecurity Hall 

 

Evening 

Celebration event 

Morning 

Registration open 

Breakfast 

CyberSecurity Hall 

Business and technical 
sessions 

Turbo Talks 

 

Noon 

Departures 
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HPE Fortify sessions 

See the session catalog to view nearly 200 sessions offered at HPE Protect. Customer-led sessions are 
indicated with (C). Especially check out the ones targeted at HPE Fortify users: 

ID Session Title Session Type 

B10056 Two breakthrough innovations that power HPE Security Fortify WebInspect Breakout 

B10155 HPE Security Fortify SCA and SSC, new features to power a DevOps SDLC Breakout 

B10210 Implementing software security in the USMC Breakout (C) 

B10224 
PwC's proven methodologies for doing application security assessments the right 
way 

Breakout (C) 

B10226 
Secure software development at SAP – one bug is enough to put your application 
at risk 

Breakout 

B10249 
Protection inside out - how HPE Security Fortify Application Defender changes 
the game of application security 

Breakout 

B10251 ANZ Bank's journey to sustainable application security Breakout (C) 

B10268 
Arming academia with the right tools - how Pace University sets future AppSec 
professionals up for success 

Breakout 

B10340 
CloudyDev - Utilizing HPE Security Fortify and WebInspect in cloud development 
environments 

Breakout 

B10342 
Application security at scale - a case study of HPE securing thousands of its own 
products and applications 

Breakout 

B10344 
From one CISO to another - pragmatic approaches to the business side of 
application security 

Breakout (C) 

B10345 A financial services group’s journey to secure software - DBS case study Breakout 

B10348 
Next-generation JavaScript security analysis - mapping attack surface from the 
inside out 

Breakout 

B10420 
Coding the right way - how one Deloitte customer wove security into an agile 
delivery framework 

Breakout (C) 

B9903 
Service Master uses security as a business enabler and gains C-level support for 
its AppSec program 

Breakout (C) 

B9912 How AutoTrader uses security as a brand advantage Breakout (C) 

B9939 
The latest technologies from HPE Security Fortify on Demand to keep on top of 
an ever-growing app portfolio 

Breakout 

B9967 
How Symcor helped two companies overcome culture and resource challenges 
while implementing an application security program 

Breakout (C) 

CDA10091 Getting started with HPE Security ArcSight Management Center 
Confidential 
Disclosure 

PNL10269 
A customer panel discusses the challenges and opportunities in leveraging 
DevOps for an application security initiative 

Panel (C) 

TK10343 Vision, strategy and roadmap - a view into HPE Security Fortify's future 
Track 
Keynote 

TT10040 Streaming real-time data using the event broker and DNS malware analytics Turbo Talk 

TT10081 UX improvements in HPE Security ArcSight ESM and Command Center Turbo Talk 
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Track keynotes 

See the session catalog to view the other track keynotes, which are strategic, executive-led discussions 
targeted at key areas of end-to-end security: 

  

TK10141 Backup and Governance 

Information management and governance as a protective measure in the era of big data 

TK10341 Data Security 

Let the journey begin - building a modern data security program 

TK10411 Enabling Secure Digital Transformation 

Intelligent Security Operations 

Establishing an efficient and effective security posture leveraging HPE Security ArcSight 

innovations 

TK10286 Network Security 

The new NAC – device discovery and policy control for wired, wireless and IOT networks 
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